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Scouters Have Scores High
In Road-E-0
Meeting At
Benton

Methodist Men Tommy Brady Of Fulton Is In
Critical Condition At Hospital
Will Meet
Wednesday

Don Collins. Brooks Duncan. and
One boy was injured badly yes- ahead of them and attempted to
Fred Wilson were the three top
terday afternoon, when a 1953 slow dowa. The car was traveling
scorers in the Junior Chamber of
Cadillac was completely demolished at a high rate ,of speed one of
Commerce Teen Age Road-E-0 held
The Methodist Men's Club will in an accident three miles West the boys said.
at the Murray city park Satur- gather for a dinner meeting Wed- of Lynn Grove about 800 feet
Out
the lake Saturday afterThe attending physician reported
day.
noon and it was pretty rough.
nesday evening at 6:30 a m. Two inside the Calloway County line,
to the Ledger and Times that
tkfust before we came ix. sins fish,
Don Collins, 17, of the Training very important matters are to be
Tommy Brady age 17, of Fulton Bushart suffered a severe hand
School who received the highest decided at this meeting. Following is in the Murray Hospital badly injury and a broken ankle. and
the mind took a sudden rise and
total score in the written quiz and the dinner the club will . be en- injured. In the car with him, but other cuts and bruises. He will
the lake took on the appreance
skill test, will compete in the state tertained by the Murray State thought to be suffering only slightly probably be transferred to Fulton
ea the Atlantic.
isside Teen Age Road-E-0 on June Quartette.' in a group of -Barber injury were Glen Bushart, Jr. of where his father is a physician,
11 in Harrodsburg. Don is a Junior Shots" numbers.
Fulton, age 16 and Jerry Noffel this afternoon.
We 'wouldn't to so far as lo sQy
at the Murray Training School,
Brady suffered a severe head
re scared, but we didn't
This fine quartette conosts of: of Fulton. age 17
injury an d a broken neck. He has
at all pulsar* on a life
Brooks Duncan and Fred Wilson Steve Rogers a junior and former
According to State Trooper Guy not as yet regained consciousness.
received second and third highest graduate of Tindal-nun High Padufor the trip in.
C. Turner. who investigated the Noffel was the least injured of
scores and are alternates for the cah, Festus Robertson, a junior
accident, no other car was involved the three, apparently only being
state event.
and bonner graduate of Owensboro
the sorriest performances
in the accident. The nearesti vehicle shaken up and bruis-ed.
First Place 'rimier Don Collins High of Owenstano, Eyri Byame,
e seen lately by a big star
was a tractor about one-hilf mile
scored a total of 417is points out a senior and former graduate of
is Matti/rite Frazer).
away. Apparently the car got out
of a posaible 500. Don's highest' Crockett High, Misery, Tenn. and
of control and ran off the highway.
•
scores were in the straight line Carl Sat-ten a senior and former
As an opera par we know she
literally climbing a tree
driving and on the serpentine cour- graduate of Central High, Clinton,
of the best, even though
The Cadillac was completely
se, lie also made above an average Kentucky.
n't have the ability to apdemolished A parker Motors wrecscore
on
the
written
test
These
boys
have
been singing
te fully that type of music.
Hughes described the proposed
The second and third place win- together during the past two years ker brought the car into. Murray
in three pieces. The car burned
building program for the Boy ners had 416 and 414 points out
and have entertained dubs altd after it smashed into
Lahti' she has taken over the
the tree at
•
Scout reservation on Jotrniethan of a possible 500.
convention6 over the entire west high speed. The motor, doors, and
role
a jazzy singer, and is sapCreek. All roads have been comThe winner of the stale tontest section of Kentucky.
pier
be hot stuff She looks
accessories were broken from the
pleted in the 300 acre reservation will join other state representatives
ir van( ass and we actually felt
Along with a fine job of sing- Car.
so that now one can- travel any- July 25-29 in Washington, D. C.,
ing three are majoring in music,
ll'earr
or her in her attempt to
An ambulance brought Brady
where( on the reservation by to compete in the national Teen-Age
Dr: A H. Titeworth of Murray,
while the other a studying mathesome of the stars whose
and Noffel in to the hospital first was named president of the
automobile, he said.
Road-E-0 which is co-sponsored by
Southmatics
and
via,
chernestry.
are suited for "blues", etc.
Bushart,
then
returned
for
who
Mrs Viola Bonner. age 82. died
the U S Jaycees, Liberty Mutual
West Kentucky
District
Dental
A near perfect attendance is exHe
described
the
buildings
prothought
to
be
injured
too
was
not
at the Murrao General Hospital
Insurance Corimanies, and the AmeSociety at a meeting yesterday at
pected at this meeting.
411Ie sperm store have done what
serioualy.
Monday at 1210 pen. Her death posed which include ten open rican Trucking Associations, Inc.
Kentucky Dam Village.
is trytng to do and have done
site.,
camp
a
rangers
cottage,
air
driver
of
the
Bushart was the
The three top winners in Washwas caused by complications folOther officers elected were Harry
a
aeht but she thouldrat try it.
building,
and
six
exa
central
vehicle.
ington will receive college scholarlowing an illness of two weeks;
L. Carpenter, Bentan, vice-president;
camp
sites.
The three .boys were coming to
ships of $1,500, $1.000 and 11500.
when Mrs. Bonner fell and broke plorer unit
Sec, et the Murray speed boys
Murray to .enroll in the Summer
R. F. McBride explained that a • Judges in the local contest were
her
hip. Mrs.
Bonner is
the
'awa4t:1 drive by Parker Mii4ora
semester of the college.
would
soon 'State troopers Guy Turner and
widow of the late George Bonner. concentrated drive
10 take a look at the Cadillac
One of the boys is reported to
The Murray Manufacturing Wives
She resided on Muray Route five Start to raise the money In the I Richard Norsworthy, City Pollee
n whet thr e were injured.
ten county arm to be saerved by I Chief °His Warren, City Patrolmen Club met Monday night at 6:00 have'ssid that they saw the tractor
near New Concord.
4 klarsuaus...Lesdar. end Orkin Warren. ficlore . at the. club houce On Main
She Ls survived by one *augh- the rerervseion.
ii,lose and
Cherry have as
The meeting last- night writ be'Norman Ha le and Orval Hutson. street for a basket dinner
t. Wet. Elveil Marne afatrapnate .1 place as we've seen.
Hostesses for the occasion were
kinaville. one son, Crate Bonner the fin-al meeting of the Scouter& iCars for the contest were donated
Verble Yates, Mrs. Hazel
until AT6gual At thit time, plans iby Murray Motors, Lawrence Motors Mrs
of
five,
Murray
Route
one
tater,
Mies Shirley Joyce Chiles
SestiethIng good to eat about this
1Taylor Motor Co and Porter Motor Wainscott and Mrs. Bea Smith_
Mrs. Dave Walton of Relirah, for the full will be made.
time of the year is fresh strawA short business meeting was
Firemer, were called this mornAttending Prom Calloway County Co
from Beethovena.. Sonata, Op 31 one brother, Mlles
Beach
of
berry preserves on hot biscuits.
held with various items discussed.
ing to 810 Sycamore street, were
No 2. often called "The Tempest", Kirksey. 14 grandchildren and 11 were Verne Kyle, C L Vaughn.
Plans were made to hold the
Aithi some rood sausage and Over
written at a period of the com- great-granckhadren.
Paul Lyle., Bob Moyer, D. la
a skillet caught fire. Water had
annual summer family picnic in
medium eggs and
coffee
and poser's life when he was trying
been thrown on the burning skilShe
was a smenniber of
the Divelbess. James C. Williams. Bill
the back yard of the club rather
u've got as good a breakfast
let causing the fire to spread
to depart from his previous style Church of Christ Funeral services rravla. Clurt•nce Rohwedder, Audrey
than at the lake as usual. The
can be made,
over the kitchen
of writing" and "strike out on a were held at the Max H. Churchill Simmons, Oliver McLernore.
picnic will be held June 25, instead
Robertson
natal
Attending from Marshall County
Fire Chief
nese road". It a dramatic, and Funearl Home Chapel this afterof August.
We at over at Benton last night
diked that the wall paper had gone
beautiful.
noon at 2:00 Boa Tillmon Taylor were Curt Phillips, Bill Farris,
After the business session canasta
at
or Community House The
out, but the stove was still blazNett are two Cbtapin Etudes, conducted the cerViee. Burial was Macon Hutdhens, V. H. Barnette,
and bridge were enjoyed by the
Br,ivers
Homemakers
prepared Op 10, No 12, (Revolutionary - in the Bonner Cemetery,
Bill Nelson, Earl Osborn. Shelby
ing when the firemen arrived
members.
glie meal, and they really outdid
Bob
M.:Erin.
CO2 was used to extinguish
Bill
Active pallbearers were; Max McCallatn,
and Op. 10, No. 6. written to be
, These present were Mesdames
themselves As a group, they are
the blaze
performed as "studies", as well and J. T. Bonner, Tar Ezell, Tam Rider, Paul Darnall.
Dr. A. H. Titsworth
Dtvelbiss,
Ruth
Marie
Bess
Charles,
good cooks as any we've seen.
Chief Robertson said the truck
From Livingstone County were
as most interesting concert nuns Wilirams. and Clifford Blalock.
Marvin. Jean Moore. Louise Overby,
J.M.
Dismukers,
Jr Paducah. secleft at 6.45 and returned at 7 10.
Max H. Churoh111 Funeral Home Rev. James Walker, Judge Eulan
beta.
Mr and Mrs. Lewis Byerly cele- Pearline Gordon, Dorothy Buxton,
Dr
Hugh
M.
He cautioned the public about retary-treasurer.
Then cornea Chopin's beautiful was in charge of the arrange- Ramage, Hershel Caw:hate, Lee
Marge
Kipp,
Katheryne
Kyle,
the
brated their fifty-seventh wedding
putting water on a grease fire. McElrath was one of four delegates
Barnes, and S. A. Matthews.
.
"Fantasy" in F-minor, a high- ments.
hostesses,
and
Mrs.
Nellie
Searfos
anniversary at their home near
spread the fire, named to represent the district at
point in the recital, and repreNew Concord Sunday, May 8, with of Mansfield, who was a guest of This will only
the State meeting
he said The first thing to do. he
sentative of the works that make
Gilbert
her
daughter-in-law,
Mrs
children and their families and a
Dr. A. H. Kopperud was elected
to
cell
the
fire
department
said,
is
Chopin one of he most appreciaSea rfos
few close relatives and friends
correspondent to the State Dental
this, he said, try to
doitig
After
The large lot on North Fourth ted of all composers who have
At the noon hour a basket dinner
Journal.
extinguish the blaze with flour
',at is about cleared of all trees written for the piano
NOTICE
was enjoyed by those present The
A very' interesting program was
of
A
burning
skillet
or
meal
• 1 debris, and construction has
Is* will be a "Suite for the
The Dorcas Class of the First
afternoon was spent in conversation
planned for the afternoon and
eiready 'Detain on the new hem" Piano", by Debussy This Suite;
Baptist Church will not have their grease can be put out with large
and taking pictures
evening, during which time the
f the Calhoun Plurrilang end consisting of three' movements, or
Those present were: Mrs Lillie regular meeting tonight as planned amount., of flour or meal, he said. election of officers for the corning
eating Company
editions. will be a fitting close
Dick, Mrs. Mary Rowlett, Mrs.
year was held. All dentists from
Employees of the Murray Electric to a very interesting piano recital'
sitive. The chlorinated hydrocar- Julia Parkinson, Mr and Mrs. Lee
By DELOS SMITH
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to
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putt
Press
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Editor
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exceptional
Chilm.
an
Miss
Dr. Winfred Hawkins of Benton
•
several weeks, removing trees
million "induced
fatalities Mr Euther Williams. Mr Ralph
NEW YORK IP —If the burn- per
pianist,
has
won
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young
presided over the meeting and the
in the large lot, where the new
ranging
question
periods
of
feeding
ing
of
what
tiny
amounts
after
Albert
Finny,
Mr.
Williams. Mr.
-Superior" rating for six years
guest speaker for the occasion was
e • Ira and water System
ilding
to
several W. H. Finny, Mrs. Betty Finny,
in a row, at both regional and Of DDT and related insecticides from several days
Dr
John Moateller of Mobile,
•
be. ?mat r"eted
awas-Fistasse atias—Awita--Genoa
anitie
uric,
talc
n
Alabama, Dr. Mei/Steffen a- veryThe Calhoun building will be Rate
When the poisonous parts per Mr R. C. Green, Mr and Mrs
be answered by vehat tiny amounts
- renewned speaker in thi dentistry
aerated on the lot immediately
do to doga and rats, the answer million were reduced to three or Jackie Byerly and daughter, Teresa.
field, was barn in Texas and later
▪ iith of the new city building
WASHINGTON.
May
17
If
the
Soviet
IP —
Union, threatens I
a that they seem to do nothing fewer the dogs seemed unaffected Mr and Mrs. Billie Coleman and
lived in Mayfield. Ky. where he
Me four old housm were dis•
over prolonged periods ercept that son, Wildie: Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Generaliaamo Frencisco Franco of the West with aggression, he said. attended high school.
in particular.
✓ ailed within the time limit set
There a no argument about the insecticide. dieldrin. at 2.5 Coleman and daughter, Debbie. Mr. Spain believes the West is mili- she will have to use millions at
Dr_ Mosteller has spoken on more
a, ,1 all that remained was some
what large amounts will do to parts per million, seemed to re- and Mrs. Earl Byerly and children. tarily superior to Russia -even men ''to face the uprising whiih than alSay programs in eighteen
itebris and trees. The debris was
could be organized in those coun• states. He has spoken before the
human beings, rats, dogs, or any duce the number ce pregnancies of Bernice and Jerry. Mr and Mrs. without the atomic bomb."
tanned and the electric system
He considers the proposed Big tries.animal. Large amounts are qutek- any given female, but without re- Heman Lovins and daughter, Nancy.
American Dental Assn., the Denver
athployees removed the trees from
Mr and Mrs. Clovis Byerly, Mr: Four chiefs of state conference
He added Russia "can do only Mid-Winter Meeting. he has been
ly fatal. The argument in science ducing litter Size.
daugthe lot.
Charles
Finny
and
Mrs.
with
RUFslie
little
trine
than
a
and
thin."
and
be
easy
"never
will
Vandalism is Ain running ram - is how large must the tiny amount
Livers Show Damage
guest lecturer at the University of
However, accumulative
affects hter. Phylis. Mr and Mrs Stark "platform of propaganda for the able to stand up aganot a war of Tennessee College of Dentistry and .
' "16 expected that construction past in Western Kentusky as 110 be berate the aitcumulation of
and
Mrs.
Gayl.
Mr.
sons,
and
Finny
Russians."
European insurrection against many others.
or the modern new building for telephone circuits were cut about many tiny &mounds begin.s to were indicated in the livers- of
Mr. end Mrs Roymond
Franco made the statements in her"
both rats and dogs. In the rats Tony Lovins.
At present, he is Consultant to
ra city will begin in the near 2:30 this mortar* near Calvert harm people.
daughter. Lula Ann, a recent ropyrignted interview in
Coleman
and
Reds Face Problems
the Army Dental Corps at Fort
City.
Drs. Joseph F Treon an4 Frank there were degenerative changes
ire
"Evidently Russia finds herself Benning. Georgia and has hit own
Madrid with David Lawrence, ediP Cleveland of the College of in the cells which the scientists
In addstion to various branches, Medicine. Univereity of Cincinnati, celled "minor' and, from the celltor of U.S. News & World Report, in a difficult situation at thi6 time dental practice in Mobile, Ala.
the main line from Paducah to
a weekly newarnagazthe published and has to save herself." the genfed the extremely poisonous chlo- ular viewpoint, "non-specific." In
Louisville wa6 cut
here. The text of the interview eralissimo said. He said Russia's
rinated hydrocarbons ineect roles, the dogs, prolonged dosages of
leaders are faced with the "not
The Vandals cut the lines com- of which DDT is one, to rats for dielden seemed to enlarge their Monday's complete record follows. vots released by the magazine
yet resolved" question of Stalin's
today
pletely from two poles and then two years. Tint is most of the life losers but DDT and lindane didn't.
succeaseen and the "assimilation"
The
Spanish
personal
chief
of
n
atesaid
meal
the
rat.
Each
All
this
a
of
sharp
inspan
of
the
27
from
Census
cut as high as they cauld
Western nations are crediting Rus- of Sovet-occupied countries "Which
Dr. and Mrs Jean Bordeaux of
rots had during that time con- terest to human beings because
3
Patients Admitted
the around on a third pole
sia with a military superiority "to loathet he presence of Russia."
Los Angeles. California. appeared
tained 2.5 parts per million of the chlorinated hydrocarbon inPatients. Dismiased
5
"Russia does not find herself in on a radio program. called
Service from Murray to Paducah DDT or a relative.
Which she is not entitled and
secticalea are in such widespread
New Caidens
0
a strong situation to confront the Pays to be Married" and cracked
and Murray to Mayfield was afWhich she
sh
should not have."
use that practically all of us are
Lives Not IShortened
Patients admitted from Friday
West," he said. "lie hos to gain the Jack Pot, winning many usefected.
West "Superior"
theory that's a poisonous level bound to get a whiff from time
'I maintain that the West is su- time and will gain it as she can." ful gifts, among which was one
even for human beings if is it to time, if only in he form of at 400 p m. to Monda 4:00 pm.
Teletype service of the Ledger
Mrs. Lee Lane,
Route
One, perior to Ramie even without the
Franco said Russia is Red Chi- of the latest "Tappan Gas ange",
Kneucky --Partly cloudy with and Time., which . is served by consumed day in and day out for reeitfue on fruits and vegetables.
The residues are tinier than Golden Pond; Mrs. John E. Nim- atomic bomb," he declared.
long time. But Treon and Cleveenemy" although made in Murray. Ky. which is
na's "biggest
rivsers in the
a few scattered
au- United Pool vies halted
"The nations of the West have "China ain't awade of it."
the home of Mrs. Bardeaux.
land repotted in a techical journal tiny --- they can't even approach mo, arid baby boy, Hardin. Mrs.
tockly and Wednesday. Cool A. morning by the early ince
Mr* Bordeaux is the former
the American Chemical Society, one part per million But chlodi- Lame Williams, General Delivery, more men darn Russia, they have
add
He said Rums a the only naing attack on the telepho
that the lives of their rats were nated hydreearbon.s do accumulate Murray, Master Latry Gene Bo- more industry than Russia, they tion in. a position to "devour" Mies Mary Coleman, clitughter" of
lines. No news of any
not shortened by his diet, that in body fats, especially the liver— igard, Route 3, Murray, Mr Jack have more intelligence and more ComMuniet China, and also who Mrs. J H. Coleman and the late
TEMPERATURES
was received by the daily
their growth rater were not af- there isn't mach scientific argu- Frost Si, Route 2, Murray; Mrs. technical preparation than Rus- 'Years that China will become Mr. Coleman. She is a sister of
78
High Yesterday
paper, which serve. nearly .
Mrs. P. A. Hart and Mrs. France*
tected, but the weights of their ment on that. But some medical Nettie Rowland, Rouse 4, Murray;
65
Low Lase Night
great."
customers in the Calloway CounFranco said an even "more imJohnson of Murray. livets in relation to total body scientists maintain that the accum- Mr. Connie B. Ford, 723 Sycamore,
76
Noon Temp
ty area.
This program was tape recorded
"If R1.1:819 can invol4 China in
weithts "were sotheashat on the ulations faun eventually add up Murray; Mrs. Cecil Walker. 501 portant" factor is that "Ramie is
781,
Humidity
Mrs.
Brentt, the prisoner of the 12 or 14 na- a. war that will destroy her, she and it will. be broadcast May 17th
to intoned health an deven 'to Pint St. Murray:
Seinace was still not --retainned high side .'
Bar° Press _____
2930
Manning, Route 2, Farmington.
tions she has occupied."
over 260 NBC Stations,
will do it." Franco declared.
The dons were mu, more sen- prearrature death,
by 1130 today.
Wind from NE Cairn
Mats
Shirley
Joyce
Chiles, 1953. she traveled to Mississippi,
slaughter of Dr. and Mrs. H. C. where she won first place and
Chiles. will be presented in a $75.000 in the solo divisian of thepiano recital Thursday night, at contest held by the "DixieLanders".
Scouter; of the Happy Valley
815. in the Recital Hall of the In May, 1954, Miss Chiles won a District met lest night at 7:00
Fine Arts Department of Murray $1,000 certificate towards the pur- o'clock at the Community House
chase of a Stetrxway grand piano in Benton. A good attendance
State College.
Her first number. "Prelude and in Shackletunt competition pre- frorn Calloway, Marshall
arid
Fhigue". No. 20, fm
Joharei sented in conjunction with the Livingston counties was noted.
Sebastian Baeh's "Well Tempered Federation of Music Clubs.
Verne Kyle called
Chairman
Since living in Murray, Miss
Clavier,- is one from Bacha set
of precee wilieh contributed to- Miles has studied with Mrs. Lee for reports from variou,s commit
wards eatablueung the -tempered" Williams and Miss Lillian Watters, tees and on meetings held recently.
scale as we know and use it in and at present stuck% with Mr.
Laave Thornton reported that
most of our music today. The John C. Winter, of the Fine Arts progress had been made in the
of
Murray
Department
State
long and initercate fugue, a proCol- past Lye months bcsth in the nuntduct of astounchng skill, is ma- lege Miss Chiles will enter Mur- ber of boys in
scouting and in
State
this
summer,
on
jestic and imprestave For complete. ray
then umber of unite
underetandarif, it requires nnuch Scholarship. The recital Thursday
hum both performer arid atener. night is open to- the public, and
Highlight of the meeting was
Second, is the first movement everyone is onedrally invited to a report from Al Hughes, Scout
attend.. .
Executive from Paducah and R..
F. McBride of Curnberford, Inc.
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THE LELOtER & TIMES No Sense In Making'A C
For Family That Goes 120

hospitals

eW

tArli

,

agir:f>

pot iIJse o
Menke is fen in (Pie' fact that
substi ntial progress has been made
The new Kuill and &veal memBisbee', Comedians the biggest
In the treatment of various types bers, a national organization for
old moat resPected Teht Show
of mental disease. The long-term journalism students, were presenBy HARMAN W. NIt'HOLS
presently is the head of the tout m g the m id -south will show
outlook for recovery Is favorable, ted on Thursday, May 19th in
JAMLIMS C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
United Preto Staff Correspondent oldest auto club in the world.
here May 16 thru 21 UNDER THE
It is noted, and survivorship among Miss Swann's room. To be a memWAS,HINGTON
— 7-ntre The gentleirtin from Paris has PERSONAL supervision of J. C.
insurance applicants with a history ber no must alueve some specWe reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to tho Ectuar,
sW511.t seem to be any sense in some ideas about how his folks
Bisbee-nationally renowned showNEW YORK, N W. -- Although of mental illnesa compares not ial recognition in the field of
at Publ.c VOKV items which in our opinion are not for the best making a
family car tin:a will go can help unwind the triffic that man The mammoth tent wtll be the
mental health problem in the
aileron of our readers.
too unfavorable with standard risks. yournailiam.
120 miles an hour when there's ties up Parts at all hours of the
United States has been growing
--The cad menioem present were
-While much is being done, the
no public hiehway in the country day- and night.
:4 A.TiONXL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO , 130 ,
Austin, 4:
in magnitude over, the past 20 effort is still far from commensurate Jerry
Roberts, Fidelisi
that
can
handle
much
more
than
"You
can't
shoot papooses.- he
Monroe. Memphis, Tenn., 250 Park Ave., New iork; 307 N M,:nigan.I
years, certain features of the pro- with the magitude of the problem," Jt.ne Shell and Clara WeLson. The
that
bait
speed
in
safety.
said "And that is what we 'have
• e., Chicago; 30 Bolyston St. Boston.
blem kppear worse than they really the statisticians comment. 'There new members were Donna Tuck,
At least that is the thinking to worry about. Those bicycles
1
are. a current report by statisticians is good reason to expect that a Bobby Workman, Jennye Stubbleof Andrew J. Sordoni, the new and' motor-scooters, with a yungster
sets forth
saIRSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per week 15c, per, president of the American
broadened and intensified program field, Rosemary Jones, Anita RowAuto- tied on the back and mama while
mon,tt bac in Calloway anal adjoini.ng count:es, per year 13 50, elsz- mobile Association.
would bring marked progress in land, Sue Gratale, and Palsy Shoedriving biting on a yard of bread
I Although the number of first
a here. $5.50
Congratulations to this
the field of mental health, as kleforcl.
I "We nave cars that will go she has tied on the handle bars.
admissions of psychiatric patients
group for a tine honor.
has in so many others."
120 miles an hour," he said in We have accidents, for sure, but
It
to
hospitals
for
long-term care has
entered at the Peet Office. Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as !
an interview. "But where are they not so many because you can't go
increased more than 60 percent
Second Class Matter
g oing wh,le going' They are going too fait in a motor car with a
over the 20-year period, and the
to the court house to answer a bike in front of you to obstruct
number of patients under care in
,harge or maybe to meet their the view....
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these institutions has risen almost
maker."
There are no speed limits, hardly,
as rapidly, a substantial part of the
A car today with 200 to 300 In most of southern France, acrise reflects merely the increase
STATE OF ANARCHY
• horsepower working for it is fine, cording to the man with the long
in pAsulation and the growing
The burning of a cattle barn at the Mid -South fair- according to the new leader of the
name.
grown
of people at the older
grounds in Memphis resulting in a monetary loss of AAA. But he warns that the power
ages.
"It is no Use." he Said "You
S125.000.00
has shocked the people of that city because is not for speed alone; meetly for can't go too fast,
0
In New York State. for example,
anyhow. And
the tire was incendiary in origin and was set by six little performance on the road.
about 30 perzent of the increase
while we are about it. you may
"It is the abusers, not the com- say that the Auto Club of France
girls less than 12 2years of age.
in first admissions of women to
mental hospitals. duruig the pat
Of course there is nothing that can be done about an mon users that get in trouble. he was founded in 1394."
3
•
two decades is accounted for by
incident of that kind. unless recovery can be had from warned
Incidentally, on some of the
J. C. Bisbee
these population fAtors. The statisparents of the children for they are even too young to be
main streets in Para the people
Thousands Killed'
ticians note as significant that
handled by juvenile court authorities.
Sordoni reminded that last year walk in the street and the little located on South 4th St. This is
patients with mental disorders asAnd there is no use branding these children as any 36.300 peraatis lost their lives on Renaults and other midget - cars the 28t'n season this popular agrun along the sidewalks. It's safer gregation of 30 professional joy. seciated with old age constitute an
worse than others their age. Many of us have had ex- the nation's highways. Another
increasing proportion of all first
that way, all around.
makers hdye visited Murray.
periences in our own families or connections which are 1.250.000 were hurt, some of them
admissions to mental hospitals, and
maimed for life.
Each succeeding visit has added
similar, to say the least, as we can well remember one of
now account for one fourth of the
new laurels to their fame as
That was a come-down' from toe
our being in a party of small children who set fire to a
totat.
year before. Sordoni said In 1953
Because of the amazing recent entertainers who feature merit, and
more- enlightened attitude has
neighbor's garage.
38.500 folks were - killed. but 1.350,- develepments in hospital and med- fine, clean, wholesome amusement
lesseaed the reluctance of the
The children in Memphis wanted to attract attention. (100 were injured.
ical techniques. you can Icok tut in each and every performance. •
public to seek institutional care
a natural desire of a great many children. The difference
'Statistics don't mean very much ward to a much longer life than
New ecinedies of the make-youfur persons with mental disorders,"
a, I'Mil
is that the . property damaged happened to belong to unless you analyze them,- the AAA you could only a few years ago. laugh type and stirring dramas:
the
leader said -What you have to It is safer to have babies. Safer snappy. peppy • vaudeville-featuring the report states. -Because
-omebody besides their parents.
prcp:rtion of people living in small
The incident, should cause us to consider where we remember is that accidents occur to undergo surgery; your doctor the Kriel Family- most versatile dwelling units has increased, men frequently in winter A lot and. your hospital are better equip- family in show business-direct frcm ,
are headed, however, when it comes to respect for prop- more
ital patients who In the past might
week don't realize that. But ped .to combat sickness and disease the Big Top- Wire Walkers, Jur,erty on the part of adults. Because it is a let-down on of now are
driving conditions are worse in icy than at any time in our history. glers. Trampoline Artists. Cent a- have been kept at home
our part that has caused little children to follow our weather"
When you or a member of your Ponists, Golbe Rollers, Tap darveri,
example.
I. Andrew J Sordoni is a stlry in fainily goes to the hospital now Trained dogs and clowns make are Funny", "Unmarried Widow",
In the last two. years we have endured more vandal- kimselif He is proud of. thr fact your chances of complete recovery ,ou laugh. Wendell Poe-singer of "Stump
Holler
Folks", "People
ism and sabotage than ever before in our history. Prop- that he has come.a long 7ay on are at an all-tune Math In time songs. Dan Carlos Magic, Yiyiancselrktn* Down In Arkansas" and
erty loss has run into the hundrds of millions of dollars the trail with only a third-grade of sickness, you want and must Delmar, singing and dancing, Ralph -Wtin's to Blame". .
education. He calls home Wilkes- have the best that science can Blackwell trick and fancy rope
and what are we doing about it7
He served in the offer You' can't buy it at cut spinning, Hardesty's Hill Billy Band
E-very s often we Wad about prisoners rioting - and Barre. - Pa
Pennsylvania state _Senate for 12 rates, your health, and that of Octavia Powell-marimaphune. Otis
burning down prisons that .cost millions to build. What
years.
'
your loved ones, can't be gambled. Arnold, Vera Thomason, Dick Lewis.
is our reaction 7- It is about the same as that we experiafrl
kind of new at this with. If hospital case is to be Billy Choate, Lee Baird, Little
•
ence in reading trains being wrecked, trucks being turn- ;)to of being president of toe
maintained at its present , standard Welby. Charles Choate, Mississippi
ed over on the highways, factories being dynamited and . biggest auto club an the world." the cast will continue to be high. Slim, and that funny, man tem
telephone cables cut.
7
t'
ilie told me at lunch. -I respect The lives saved. the reduction in Arkansas. Toby El,kta, Leon bloc
We are traditionaHy for the "underdog," and for 'the advice of Russell Singer, who pain and vuffertnr . .are worrh the andothi• 1k NOM ,Aghesttil. a beYY
SHOW STARTs AT 118
some reason we always consider strikers, or their sym- lased to have my job. and I am price many times over May 8 to of geautiful girls. new scenery,
pathizers, prisoners and even rebels among school chil- there to learn I started to learn May 14 la National Hospital Week. hightail effects - each character
I when I left school in the third There's one chance In eight that acting well his or her part All TUESDAY & WEDN'DAY
dren as "underdogs." In recent years the law itself has
in SupercineColoe
grade"
someone in your family will be combine to make you glad
unofficially so classified them, and our highest officials.
fell to talking with Sordoni ho.intalued this year Visit Murray attended
"RACING BLOOD"
(101,1111,41AR
including governors ot states, tail to protect citizens and
while a group of foreign automobile Hospital during Open Willa. May
The opening play will be -Ttie Starring Bill Williams, Jean
TIMIS
taxpayers against loss and damage to property when clubs were In our town
reason
Why
Walk
Home
Girls
15 from 2 to 430 P M and learn
Porter and Jimmy Boyd
such loss and damage is caused by a person, or a, group
Irresieh Problems l'aique
iabout thi
7ith
,scorviplexo rganization foe' Be sure and see it and We will
of people, on strike, or those in sympathy with them.
C..rn•., 13 de -•lekerke Reanf-ri
guarantee you will want to see
_
to
unions
strikers
labor
incite
We do not iriinuate
riot, or encourage them to violate the law by bodily Or
property damage. We do say there has been a let-dowr
on the part of the public towards crimes, or law violations on the part ot the strikers or sympathizers. and
that this public let-down is 'having an adverse effect.,
even on prisoners, juvenile delinquents, and children ;
who are normal in every respect..
The heads ot our state governments have a responsibility to non-union as well as union workers, to property
owners and taxpayerseas well as workers of any classification. We beileve it is. time to have, our laws enforced
and our courts respected. regardleS.s of who the violators
may be. Present conditions border on insurrection or
PUBLISHED BT LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANV. Inc
,:onsolidation of the Murray Ledgez, The Calloway Times. and The
tames-Herald. October 20. 1ir26. and the West Kentuckian, January
il, 11042
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Bisbee's Show To
Be In Murray _J..:
All This Week

Health Phases
Appear Worse

-1

Monarch Power Mowers
"Red Bird" 18-inch
1
Rotary

il01.1'7,__
2,ni $
s•th11 '_-....3.-8•1'''
ill

Li

Here's a new mower designed for safety. No throwing of rocks. Blade is
completely enclosed, smooth, even
cutting action sprays grass evenly —
eliminates wind rows in any kind of
grass.

Special Price - - - - $5995

Murray
Drive-In

$6.00 down

$1.25 week

1ILBREYS

Car and Home Supply
210 E. Main Phone 8136

POPE SHOWN IN PRIVATE PRAYER
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Five Years Ago Today
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Ledger and Times File
May 17, 1950
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Mrs. Charlotte Whitnell annotinced that her pupils
would present a recital at Murray High School Friday
evening, May 19, at 7:30. Mrs. Whitnell is a teacher of
expression.
The forty-four pupils of Mrs. Whitnell's will present
a program ot reading. monologue, and dialogue.
Sunday school classes will be held in the new educational building of the First Baptist Church here Sunday

, •

.ai
e7.7-a.L.Lin.;

a

•••.
4,

for the first time.
The building.. which is proctically completed.- co-t
in„the neighborhood of 8100.800, according to church
officials.
William T. Moretied, of Mayfield, has joined the staff
Cable,
of the Cable Motor Company. according to Ray
owner.
Winners Of the Calloway County Es„say Contest hat
chairbeen announced. actording to Mrs. W. J. Gipson,
Mr.
man of the Calloway County Cancer
Lester Nanny. campaign, manager.. .
Frankie Shroat. a sophomore at Murray High, won
Miss Joliette
first place in the Senior High Division and
Junior
Lassitck. Lynn Grove, won the first place in the
High Division. • Park - Friday
A weiner roast was held at the City
Walarop..who. was sevennirtst.- in honor of Miss ,Lida

Poet ruin an kneel!' In private prayer to offer special prayer to
the famous - Madonna di Pompeii" during observance of her da
in the Vottearrilltts-firtmere-przto
The" pontiff was maai in
y
the chapel of his-official apartment(iniernalimial steettnatow

Dewe.

teen Friday.
The Harris (;rte H
nesdity. May 10th. at I :311
Frances Mt Kenzie.

Commencement
Program
1100L
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of reach? II ell. prepare for
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Eight teClaek
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tIFtoth
114.arga
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II vocataun — Je: r, Roberts
Music -- Marge,et Roth Atk.a.i,
Shirley Joye,• Chiles. Ann Barnett,
"No Man Is An Island-
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J. T. HALE MOTOR SALES

Richard Conte and Bruce Bennett are deadly enemies. in ,"The Iig Tip Off." an expose of phony
'charity rackets elpying Thursday at the Varsity.
Theatre. Oat:acing in t he Allied Artists produc% lion are Constence Smith and

Cathy DeWns,

vas.

,

'
a.

Seventh and Main
Telephone 833, Murray

•

32'J W. Broadway
Telephone 96, Mayfield
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Scroil mernnizetion for
vre presenay 19th in
be a menisome specc field of

. way Is oldest, arid only At
Machine Shop where special wort
Is by the owner penionally• Truman Thrner's ff.
:op, Ceildrwater,
411.0R BA1EZ: PUF.RTO
RICAN
PdleNC
)weet pitkahoe plants. Twenty five Kentucky.
ebniirs Per hundred, Terry Buckthigharn, alkx Hence Farm, Baker Murray Marble und granite works.
dreee-roada.
Mild' Builders of fine memorials for
over half century. Porter Whi1e,
lifOR
Amager. Phone 124.
MAC
sterigerator. In good
condition.
05.00. Arvin elegrie heater, like
EIVVELOPES,
dew, $25.00. See Helen Dimas, apt.
'elopes, up to 10 x 15 Bro n
162, Vet Village.
M111P clasp
envelopes of any size. 11
you need clasp envelepes caB
at the Ledger and Times office
supply department Perfect for
mailbag.
NO SIMI Ti tetTESS
so easy to know that MONUMEIFTS SOLID GB ANTTEk
•r Work come to Call- largo melee:Ion styles, AA& Call

I

SALE

resent were
Austin, le
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Wriaon. 'The
lonna Tuck.
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63—Metal
65—Hates
6s-8pIn
61—liesidow
62—Stupid person
(cahoot I
64—At Preset t
SO—Writing
Implement
ft—Breaks
suddenly
4 —Change color of
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musted
6—Conluactlon
7—Conducted

1:=Paradise
Fantod
10-Period of time
11-Damp

16—Fnds
13—. etch pocket
19— Kitties
13—Turns meld*
front fear
21—Number gam*
25-11•ul
ST—Approaches
ft—Temporary
shelters
En—Allow
ft—cheer
If—Manner
SS—Lease again
41—Knitted
hisniet
43-elrootliket.
45—rmnish
die
11.7
.40
014.
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ittreaonns
14—Vast ages
8$—High
mountain
ft—Stinging
in,e,
67-0ffsprin
115—Playthinc
CO—Female sheep
13—Bon god

$5. See at Callovvey Monument
work:. Vesiter Orr, owner. West
Main St. Near College.
MSOC
NOTICE: MACHINE SHOP
vice. Portable crank shaft
ing Murray Auto Parts,
St phone 15.

SEEgrindMaple
M21C

FREE- CAR CHECK - IF YOUR
oar weaveri, shimmies and vibrates,
have it lined up 'The Beer Way"
at Hendon's. Service Station, John
Grown, Cr.
J18C
FO
-et i'oUR TOBACUCT HAIL
insurence, mil or see Wayne Wilson. Tel 321-Ofnce or 689R4-home.
Peoples Ekink Budding
M2IC

FOR RENT
FOR RENT: TWO ROOM UN
furn.....4ied apt
newly decorated
206 East Poplar. Mrs. Dell Finney
Utterback.
M19C
FOR RENT: FOUR ROOM UPStairs apt. Couple or elederly lady.
Cheap Mrs. Veer Earndon, 117
E. Slain.
MIK
FOR RENT: OFF/CE SPACE ON
aecond floor now occupied by Dr.
Titaworth. J. N. -Bundy" Ryan.
M.H1C

the end of the period, compared
wuti 120,541 4114e years earlier.
Mastsfedaring employmttit oh the
state is heavy concentrated in the
Louisville, Owensboro, Paducah,
A.sh!and
and Covington-Newport
areas along the Ohio River and the
Lexington area in the Bluegrass,
according to the report. These areas
accounted for 104,795 of the total
of 149,956 manufacturing jobs.
protected bawls. Low investment
It Wft noted that the areas
of about $3,000. Proven profits by
Involved increased 15.9 per cent in
Owning near by available Franthe number of manufacturing jobs
ohisw. Let our representative disduring the five-year period, comcuss it widi yteu. Write for dletaifg
pared' with a statewide increase of
at once. P.O. BOx 45, Vincennes,
per cent.
Indiana.
RAP
Among gains recorded were a
43.7 per cent increase in tobacco the number increasing from 7,350
to 10,563 - with the largest gains
shown in Louisville cigarette proWANTED: AMBITIOUS MEN
Frankfort, Ky. - The State duction and Lexington stemming
and women to work in this area. Detainment of Economic Security
land redrying.
Must own a ear. If interested in today reported that manufacturing
Chernicais jumped from 5,419 to
575.00 per week plus bonus con- employment in Kentucky covered
9,851 for an 81.9 per cent gain
tact
Mr. Castleberry, Carman by unemployment insurance jumped
as Louisville synthetic rubber proMotel Wed. or Thui. evening, 7 more than 20,000 persons in the
duction was upped and new firms
to 8.30 pm. No phone calls please. Five-year period from September
located at Paducah, Brandenburg
10149P 1549 to September 1954.
and Calvert City.
Noted gains were marked in the
Electrical machinery and equipfields
of
tobacco,
chemicals,
elect'USHERS
rical machinery and equipment, and ment employment rose from 4,98'7
equipment
while to 13,155 as General 'Electric at
Sondra Kyle, Beverly Stout, transportation
Henrietta Werreo, Loretta Tucker, ar.harP lasses - percentage wise - Owensboro Increased its output,
Rosemary Jones, Judy Shoemaker, Were recorded in professional in- Getteral Electric at Louisville began
struments, lumber and wood pro- staffing its new location and Syand Jennye Sue Stubbletield.
ducts, machinery other than elect- lvania moved into Winchester.
rical and general industrial macTransportation equipment gained
some 1,800 workers, from 2,725 to
Cleveland, Nova Scotia, a lum- hinery.
Total manufacturing employment 4.534, as Louisville firms expanded,
bering community was named in
honor of President Grover Cleve- covered by unemployment insurance and new firms moved into Bowling
was reported at 149,956 persons at Green, Paris and Lexington.
land in 1891.

DIE

WANT

WANTED

Manufacturing
Jobs Increase
t By 20,000

15.8

JAPANESE FERRY SURVIVORS CLING TO LIFERAFTS

FOR RENT: 2 UNFURNISHED
three room apts. Hot and cold
waiter and bath. Phone 1938 after
500 p
M18C

Business
Opportunities
YOR
C.Pir, PROFITS
111711111
,
.
,
you in owning a Frosiop Root
Beer Drive In. Don't work for
nothing when imam...sal independence oan be yours $5,000 to $15.000
net per Beason. Latest exclusive
all electrim Precarboneeed Root
Beer Dispensing available on a

1114 by hums lisrel news
DitrUNNAWKAttesereserseeree

1111111111h.
LI nave to cnange
snook nui bead dubiously. "You me, will you.
will be stuck in New York waiting on the double."
-Which clothes?"
for a passport"
"Landon knows."
"No, I won't" She turned around
From the corner of his eye he
in the doorway, inim and ittralight.
Kay coming down the staira.
saw
tnes State de"1 know someone
Pumpkin. You won't forpartment who can rush it through *By now,
get to tied Landon?"
toe me . . . Oh, don't you see, any
"No, Daddy."
ot you, that I !la,e to go 7" she apBy school time, however, Lanpealed to them. "He may be seriwas not home; Merry-o en. . . Trace,' she said to don
ously
trusted the message to Dora Henhim, "will you drive me 1.0 the airdrix.
port?"
It was delivered in the Boas'
He met her eyes squarely. 'I own way.
have a 2 o'clock ' nephrectomy.
Scarffe wasn't home for
Kay."
lunch."
"I'll drive you," offered Eric.
-Oh?" Landon dropped an in"But you have the convo- quiring glance at his unused place
at the table. -Why, I wonder? Did
cation-"
An nour to the airport, an hour he pnone f"
"Yea, ne dld. He has gone to the
back. Plenty of time. And what if
at Creighton, with Mrs.
he didn't make It? tie would miss airport
the ceremony of Presenting the Ireland."
"Gone-gon e to-" A frown
Book; he'd lose the ft-es publicity
Litudon's forehead. -You
and the prestige of his ,Acture in creased
the airport, didn't you?"
the paper with Dr. Kimberly Law- did way
"I did." said the Boss.
rence. So?
"But-how odd. To go today, I
"Go pack y•ur bag," he said to
mean.
Which Mrs. Ireland-"
Kay.
he nay?"
"A tooth brush and a pair of casually-"did
"Ask Merry-o," said the Boss.
pajamas!" She said. She whirled
"She took the message."
•way. Up the stairs. Halfway up,
Lanitcm said, "I'll phone and find
ens leaned over the bannister.
out."
"Five minutes, Eric!"
A busy signal beat in het eat.
Mrs Ireland murmured wistfulShe cradled the receiver. What if
ly, "I wish I could go with her.'
it was Kay he was with? Lan"Can't you?" Trace asked.
don's heart felt numb. 1 haven't
She smiled. "1 am too old to
right to be *alone. That
start off for the other side of the even the
and never.used. beworld with a toothbrush." She bent rtght, dubious
Se Maggie* 're Maggie and clown beside her chair and picked
else.
to no one
up her Knitting.
inber
dor
agd
alidn.not try the Irelands'
nuLan
Trace stood up. "I'll get over to
the hospital." A fiat carne up into
She waited for Eric to come,
Mb throat. "Say good-by and luck
finally watching the clock anxto Kay-will you ?iously.
etre. Ireland looked up and
Piterry-o came from school. -Did
smiled at nirn. 'Now do you beDora give you daddy's message,
lieve tr. the greatness of faith?"
Landon?"
"I am • doctair." He bent and
"Yes, darling."
kissed her tightly. "Sometimes
"Isn't he home yet? I thought
were is aothitig left but faith."
conservation."
It, picked op his hat, left the be had to go te
Merry-o, what
"Convotation .
noose_
time did daddy say he would be
Erie was on the telephone.
home?"'
Landon there. filerry-o?"
"Three-thirty."
"No." said Merry-a. "Piet rne
way."
It was after 4. "Juat What did
Mrs. Ireland's hands were rigid- and Dora. Landon took Gran to
he say on the telephone, Merry-o?"
ly clasped. "As long as that, you the dentist."
"Will you give Lazulon a mesthink?"
"Dora told you, didn't she?
Kay spoke from 'the chesterfield sage when she Comes tn?"
Mommy says Dom Is very depend"Certainly," laid his &writer able with messages."
where the was sitting atone.
to Japed.' Ile saki, as with importance.
WTI going
"Yes,* patiently. "She didn't
"Sc;' that I am driving Mrs. Ire- know, though, which Mrs. Irecasually as if sheer said she was
land to the airport at Creighton." land-"
going to the haltdresser's.
"You ere driving to the airport
"It will take a while to get shots
"Oh, are there two? The nurse,
and clearance papera." said Eric. with-?"
said.
"Mrs.
she
You remember, daddy said. You know, the one
today,"
"I am starting
Who looked after Gran."
"I'll By to New York. There is a Pumpkin_ The nurse who looked
f.anden nodded absently. There
j.iane this afternoon from the after Gran?"
had been time, Since noon, for Erie
"Oh," sald Merry-o. "Yes."
creighton airport. "I'll check on
"I'll be back by- he briefly to drive to the airport and back.
the time-" Sho started for the
consulted hi, watch--3:30. Have Twleca
telephone.
(To Bs Continued'
'Two-fifteen,* raid Trace. Ile Landon put my clothes cut for

rtn.Pal x -011A
KAY took his hand and held It
"You are coming in with me, aren't
you?"
"If you want me 'to."
She said: tThat's Trace's CSX out
front.'
"He probably heard it on the
radio, too--and came along with
•sedative for Mrs. Ireland."
-She won't need a sedative. She
has Kniuwn Ms all along, without
quesuoeung now me knew." Kars
smile broke through waveringly.
"And to think I was guilty of disparaging it assail sense!"
She fumbled in tsar bag for a
door key, then thrt • the nag at
I--"
Eric. "You and
And then the door oe..crel.
Ireland was etanding before them
on the threshold. She said, "Kay,. . ano reached for aer tremblingiy, drawing her in. "Kay ..."
"II
Eric's throat was tight na he
followed them in.
Trace Fellow2a grabbed him and
swung Gin, around. '1 neard it on
my car radio!" he said.
"Yes,. le •no,"
"It rocked me. I stalled the car.
t It
Right at Five Corners.
fine ?"
They thumped shoulders, joyfully incoherent.
Eric thought: Poor guy. This
blasts Ms oopen of marrying Kay.
Trace thought: This settles it.
dig into medicine and let the
Idea ot matrimony go.
Behind them the Ertel:tone WU
ringing and ringing. A uniformed
maid answered it, hung up, answered it again.
„ „ • Yes, it's true! Oh, she's tine.
Yes, young Mrs. Ireland gist came
in. Yea, on the radio. Isn't It
super?
They went finally to the livingroom.
-They are taking him to Japan,"
said Mrs. Ireland.
"Kure," nodded Trace. "Military
hospital.'
"It'll he weeks before he gets
home," said Eric. "Weeks, any-

104 Maple St.—Phone 262
TEStAINIX-Wcrld's Isrgt st
termite coon& orloonizut:on

Louisville
Businessmen
Salute
Murray Businessmen
We'll be seeing you
Tomorrow!
Louisville businessmen and the leaders
of your city have a broad commAitoy of
interest which we want to expand by get-e
ting better acquainted with you. We want
to know you, and we want you to know us.
We want too to thank your business an
civic leaders for the arrangemnts they
have made for our stop in your city,

FOR RENT
MODERN HOUSE
furnished Newly decorated Roo
soluble rent. Tel. 405W before
2:30 p moaftez tel. 614
iflOC

come to town in buses. Watch,for
*ifir Wh en you hear "My Old Kentucky
Home" and see our red-and-white hats,
come out and meet us!

t

4 FRANCES SARAN MOORE

MURRAY LUMBER
COMPANY

Your city is one of 18 Western Kentucky cities on the 1955 Get-Acquainted Tour
of the Louisville Chamber of Commerce.

FOR RENT: GARAGE API'. Dee
Vmeon. 411. Sash
i. Si. 1418P

ake MY PLACE

The breakdown of manufacturing
eqvIllFionent
September 1954
compared telth the same month
live years earlier, 'was: Food and kindred products. 25.583
- 25,238; tobacco manufactu-e, 10.563
- 7,350; textile mill products. 2,869
- 3,561; apparel and fabricated
textile products, 18,117 - 15.532;
Lumbar and wood products, 8,675 10,974; furnittire and fixtures, 5,870,
- 5,248; paper and allied products,
1,032 - 688; printing, publishing and
allied industries, 7.070 - 6,350;
chemicals arid allied products, 9,851
, 5,419.

_

Louisville
Chamber of Commerce

SURVIVORS cling to a capsized lifeboat (left) and liferafts In Japan's inland sea after collision of
Wanda.
passenger and freight ferries off Takamatsu, on Shikoku, southernmost of the math Japsn
(hsteresstieisailbillophato),
First reports put the toll at 46 ktllsat, 97 missing, with 636 survivors.

NANCY

By Ernie Bush/paha

CHAPTIESt

...•••••111,

-

)!
1

9

OH, MY POOR
COUSIN-HE'S A
PARATROOPER

WHAT'S SO AWPULL
ABOUT BEING A
PARATROOPER?

HE'S STATIONED IN

TURKEY ,

By Al Capp
TRY SOME,— (=:It A3C)0(4 APIAJS JrA5 s41115414E5
IT'LL MAKE ME- -Oil,-soar- NO USE MOON=
YOU
/TDaVE LEFT AIL 1.•
CHEERFUL!!

—ABBIE sue SLATS

By Raeburn Van Bumf

YES.THIS
THE FIFTH DAY,
00 YOU THIS'S THE
FOOL'S FIGURED
IT OUT VET'?

I GOT THE QUEEREST
NOW WHO
NOTION WE'RE BEING
WOULD
WATCHED'
WANT TO
BOTHER WITH
US,CHARLIE T
RELAX

WHAT IS THERE
ABOUT THE IMMENSITY
DE THE SEA THAT Y01)
LOVE BEST, CHARLIE ?

•-.

__-----PAGE IWO

RAY,

awfmacwrasmaccom...,MIalir...
-

sea-- eswew-.

THE LEDtER & TIMES No Sense In Making A Car
For Family That Goes 120

PUBLISHED BIC LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANV, Inc
aonsol.clat.on of the Murray Ledger, The Calleway Times, ana Toe
rises-Herald. October 20. 1928. and the West Kentuckian, January
£1. 1542
JAM= C.

wrrizAsea

PUBLISHER

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
er Puhac Voice items wtuch in our opinion are not for the beet
lateral of our readers.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1308
Monroe. Memphis, Tenn., 250 Park Ave.a New iork; 307 al. NLallalaa
•• e.,„ Chirago; 80 Bolyston St.. Boston. a

By HARMAN W. NiCHOLS
United Press Staff t'orrespendent
WASHINGTON
re
doean't seem to be any sense in
making a family car atiet will go
120 miles an hour when there's
no public highway in the Country
that can handle much more than
Half that speed an safety

At least that is, the thIriuIt
of Andrew J. Sordoni. the :
ellBSCRIPTION RATES. By carrier in Murray. per week 15c, per president of the American AutC)SWIM iliac In Calloway and adjoining couet.es, per year fa.50, rasa- mobile Association.
ebere. $5.50.
-We have cars that will go
120 miles an hour." he said in
attend bt the Peat alike. Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
an interview. -But where are they
Second Class Matter
going while going', They are going
ter the court house to answer' a
charge or maybe to meet their
TUESDAY, MAY 17, 1955
maker,
A car today with 200 to 300
STATE OF ANARCHY
• horsepower working for it is fine,
The burning of a cattle barn at the Mid-South fair- according to the new
leader of the
grounds in Memphis resulting in a monetary loss of AAA. But he warns that the power
*125.000.00 has shocked the people of that city because is not for speed alone; moetly for
the fire was incendiary in origin and. was set by six little performance on the road,
''It is the abusers, not the corngirls less than 12 2years• of age.

Of

course.there is nothing that can be done about an

u•'er
'
that

get

in trouble,- he

incident of that kind, unless recovery can be had front "arned
parents pf the children for they are e'en too young to be
Thousands Killed
handled,,by juvenile court authorities.
Sordoni reminded that last year
And'there is no use branding these children as any 36100 persons lost their lives on
worse than others their age. Many of us have had ex-; the nation's highways. Another
were hurt, some of them
per
• iences
•
n our own
or
which
ifamiliesconnections•
•
are 1.2.50.00o
!maimed for life
similar, to say the least, as we can well remember one a
That was i come-down from t le
our being in a party of small children who set tire to al
i year before. Sordoni said In 1953
.
neighbor's garage.
38.300 folks were killed, but rm.The children in Memphis wanted to attract attention. (ao were injured.
a natural desire of a great many children.. The difference '"Statistics don't mean very much
is that the property ciamaged happened to belong to .reless you analyze them." the AAA
leader said
"What you have to
somebody besides their parents.
The incident should cause us to 'consider where we ,crnember is that accidents occur
are headed, however. when it comes to respect for prop- mire frequently in winter .A lot
of peon e don - t realize that. But
erty on the part of adults.. Because it is a let-down on
_or-.31n g conditiona a re worse in IC)
our part that has caused little children to fibllow our weather..
example.
Andrew J Sordoni is a story in
In the last two years we have endured More vandal- hatIttli He is proud of the fart
ism and sabotage than ever before in our history. Prop- 'that he has Come a Long way on
erty loss has run into the .hundrds of millions of dollars !the trail With only- a third-grade
education. He calls home Wiliteaand what are we doing about it?
He served in the,
Ever'y scii often- we read about prisoners rioting and Barre. Pa
Pennsylvania state 'Senate for 12
burning down priSons that cost millions to build. What
ars'
is our reaction7 It is about the same as that we experi-"
'I am kind of new at this
enee in reading trains being wrecked, trucks being turn- Jab of being president of the
ed over on the highways, factories being dynamited and tagsest auto - club it: the world."
telephone - cables cut.
• ' he told me at lunch. al respect
We are traditionally for the "underdog." and for the advice of Russell Singer, who
to have my jab. and I am
some reason we always consider strikers, or their sympathizers. prisoners. and even rebels among school chil- 1 here to learn I started to learn
dren as "underdogs.- In recent years the law itself ,has when I left school in the third
grade."
unofficially so classified them, and our highest officials.
I fell to talkthg with Sordoni
including governors ot states, tail to protect citizens and
ahae a group of foreign automobile
against
loss
and
damage
to
property when
taxpayers
chubs were in our town
such loss and damage is caused by a person, or a group
French Problems Unique
of people, on strike, or those in sympathy with them.
carTlie H de Lieclekerk , Beaufort
-uate labor unions incite strikers to
We do not insih
riot, or encourage them to violate the law by bodily or
property damage. We do say there has been a let-dowr
on the part of the public towards crimes, or law violations on the part ot the strikers or sympathizers. anti
that this public let-down is having an adverse effect,•
delinquents, .and children
even' on prisoners, juvenile '
viNii are normal 111 every Teilpect.
The heads ot our state governments have a responsibility to non-union as well as union ;workers, to property
owners and taxpayers•ais well as A•orkers of any classification. We, :believe it is time to have our laws enforced •
and our courts respected, regardless . of who the violators
may be.4 Present conditions border on insurrection, or

me.

Bisbee's Show To
Be In Murray
All This Week

'
L
a

MO

11Q4aners
And

z:

pat Vale o
pictgre is teen in t e fact that
suastriniai progress has been made
The new Kirin and scroll memBisbee's Comedians the biggest
In the treatment of various types bers, a national organization for
and most reAkSertt.r! Tel Show
of mental disease. The long-term journaluen students, were presenpresently is the head of the touring the mid-south will show
outlook for recovery is favorable, ted on Thursday, May 19th in
oldest auto club in the world. here May 16 thru 21 UNDER THE
it is noted, and survivorship among Miss Swann's morn. To be a memTne gentlemen fram Par* has, PERSONAL supervision of J. C.
insurance applicants with a history ber you must a.tueve surne spec„
some ideas about how his folks Bisbteanatianally • renowned showNEW YORK. N. W. -.Although of inerkill illness compares not ial recognition in the field of
can help unwind the traffic that Iran. The mamm ah tent will be the map*
health prcblem in the
journalism.
tco unfavorable with staedaid
ties tip Paris at all hours of the
Ciller& States has been growing
The old menibens present were
"While much is being done, the
day and night.
Austin. 4'
Ai' magnitude over the past 20 effort is still far from commensurate Jerry
Roberts, laidelea
"You can't shoot papooses," he
years, certain features of the pro- with the magitude af the problem," June Shell arid Clara WeLson, The
said. "And that is what iv: have
blem appear worse than they really the idattsticlans comment. "There nest' rnernbet% were Donna Tuck,
to iaorry about
Those bicycles
i are, a current report laie statisticians Is good reason to expect that a Bobby Workman, Jennyie Stubblel
and motor,-scooters. with a yungster
sets forth.
broadened and intensified program Beld, Rosemary Jones. Anita Rowtied on the back and mama while
would bring marked progress in land, Sue Grable, and Patsy Sheadriving biting on a yard of bread
Although
the
I
number of first
Congratulations to this
the field of mental health, as kleford.
she has tied on the handle bars.
admissions of perychiatric patients
group for a tine honor.
We have iiccidents, for sure, but
to hospitals 'far long-term care has It has in so many others."
not so many because you can't go
increased more than 60 percent
too fast in a motor car with a
over the 20-year period, and the
bike in front of you to obstruct
number of patients under care in
the view."
these institutions has risen almost
There are no speed limits., hardly,
as rapidly, a substantial part of the
In most of southern France,, acrise 'reflects merely the Increase
cording to the man with the long
in population and the growing
name.
propot-a of people at the older
ages.
"It is no Tue.- he said "You
In New York State, for example.
can't go too fast. anyhow. And
while we are about It. you may
kaput 30 per:ent of the increase
in first admissions of women to
say that the Auto Club of France
mental hospitals, during the pelt
was founded in 1894."
two decades is accounted for by
Incidentally, on some of the
J. C. Bisbee
these population factor's The statismain streets in Paris the people
walk in the street and the little located on South 4th St. This is ticians note as significant that
Renaults and other midget cars the 28th season this 'popular ag- patients with mental dleirders asrun along the sidewalks. It's safer gregation of '90 professional joy- sc•ciated with old age ,constitute an
increasing proportion of all first
that Way, all around.
makers have visited Murray.
admissions to mental hospitals, and
Each succeeding visit has added
now account for one fourth of the
new laurels to their fame
total,
Because cf the amazing recent entertainers who feature merit. and
"A more enlightened attitude has
develepenents in hospital and med- I fine. clean. wholesome amusement
f.1,1•••
iesseaed the reluatance of the
'
ical techniques, you can kok fei .in each and every performaece
public to seek Matitutional care
ward to a much longer life than ' New camedies of the make-youfor persons with mental disorders."
))111117
you could only a few years ago laugh type and stirring dramas;
the rep3rt , states. "Bectiuse the
It is safer to have babies Safer snappy, peppy vaudeville-featuring
prtp.7rtion of peciple living in small
to undergo surgery; your doctor, the Kriel Family- most versatile
dwelling units has increased. menand your hospital are better equip- I family In show business-direat frcm
.tal patients who in the past might
ped to combat sickness and disease; the 'Big Tcp- Wire Walkers, Jua'have been kept at home now are
than at any time in our history.; glers. Trampoline Artists. .ZonenWhen you or a member of your: tionnts. Golbe Rollers. Tap date•ersa'ffaanily goes to the hospital now Trained dogs and clowns make are Funny": "Unmarried Widow-,
Folks". "People
your chances of complete recovery J ou laugh. Wendell Poe-singer af "Stump Holler
are at an all-time high In time songs, Don Carlos Magic, Vivian 1 "Sp•irkin' Down in Arkansas" and
of sickness, you want and must Delmar. singing and dancing, Ralph "Who's to Blamehave the best that science can Blackwell trick and fancy rape
offer You can't buy it at cut spinning, Hardesty's Hill Billy Band
rates. Your health, and that of Octasaa Powellemarimaphonc. !His
your loved ones, can't be gambled Arnold, Vera Thomason, Dick Lewis,
with. If hospital care is to be Billy Choate.. Lee Baird. Little
maintained at its present standard Welby Charles Choate.. Mississippi
the cast will continue to be high. Slim and that funny, man from
The lives saved. the reduction in Arkansas, Tab). Ellis, Leon 'Bloc
pain and 'suffering.' ..are worth the Sulte-hie lk Paten ollabestae, a keel
lii
SHOW STARTS AT 1:30
price many times over May 8 to of geautiful girls, new scenery.
- May 14 is National Hospital Week lighting effects - each character
There's one chance in eight that acting aril ha Or her part All TUESDAY & WEDN'DAY
in SupercineColoe
someone in your family will be combine to make you glad you
ha:au:allied this year Visit Murray attended
"RACING BLOOD"
copes.4i
The opening play will be -The starring Bill Williams, Jean
Hospital during Open Howe May
TIRES
rewain
Why
15 froth 2 to 4 30 P M. and learn
.Giris Walk Home''
Porter and Jimmy Boyd
a
7IaM' . • ''A"
„ • aa1Z.'7=,
about this comple3M egenizatiom for Be sure and see it and we vve
tyou, aealth
guarantee you will want te -•
ar2.-ammu.:awamimaigiammliiri
31111111111MR

Health Phases
Appear Worse

Monarch Power Mowers
"Red Bird" 18-inch
Rotary

a
Here's a new mower designed for safety. No throwing of rocks. Blade is
completely enclosed, smooth, even
cutting action sprays grass evenly —
eliminates wind rows in any kind of
grass.

Special Price .
$59"

Murray
Drive-In

$6.00 down

$1.25 week

IIILBREYS

Car and Home Supply
210 E. Main
Phone 886

Ii

-

POPE SHOWN IN PRIVATE PRAYER

90

fcir the

anarchy.

hGQ1

Five ears Ago Today
Ledger and Times File
May 17, 1950

.Mr. Charlotte Whitnerl announced that her pupils
would present a recital at Murray High School Friday
evening. May 19, at 7:30. Mrs. Whitnell is a teacher of
expresaion.
The forty-four pupils of Mrs. 1Vhitnell's will present
a program ot reading, monologue, and dialogue..
Sunday school classes will be held in the new educational buildirg of the First Baptist' Church here Sunday
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for the first time.
The buirding. which is proctically completed. cost'
church .1
in the neighborhood of 8100,000, according to
officials.
William T. Moretied, of Mayfield, has joined the staff
Cle-• Motor Company. according to Ray Cable,
the
of
owner. •
Winners of the Calloway County Essay Contest have
Gipson, chairbeen announced. acttnding to Mrs.' W. J.
aad Mr.
man of • the Calloway County Cancer Drive.
Lester Nanny. campaign manager.
Frankie Shroat, a at#tomore at Murray High, won
Miss Joliette
first place in the Senior' High Division and
Junior Lassiter. Lynn Grove, won the first place in the
.
High Division. •
Park Friday
City
the
at
was
held
weinei
A
w ho -was seven- ,
night in honor of Miss Lida Waldrop.
teen Fridays
on WedThe Harris Grove Homemakers Club met
Mrs. !
nesday. May 10th. at 1:30 p.m. at the home of

onus an kneek in private prayer to offer special prayer to
the famous "Madorina di Pompeii" during observance of her day
in the Vatican This intimate photo of the pontiff was made in
the chapel of hls official apartmentIbilernalional aolsodeilsotol
POPE

Bitter Enemies

I.

7
VI'Th.
153

44.

M.the ear of 'nor dream. ultrat s been joiot not
of reach? 1141. prepare for arlien --Merkelawl- new eft info 'mar
At firm! Fur if yno
blame. rim can take Idle 1110 a ciar/lifig new 01.1..
mobile for '51! Doubtful? hist fake b..1. at nor
prne
. and fri. ist sit oil!! Tbik l.iy, I...mita...I
"liffeket**I ngine I lid.mcd•ile mate. the low •
mil of bete'''. Tbafk ..he
wired lines seem
s•ai &eat leas lo ',it lb,, dream ntif". 1011 can
today'. Slop in takeTommand of a -11..1.1
1.(1 1111.3.1)
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Roberta

H•rior Students
R. Maser
.•

MI ItIkt 1' HIGH SCHOOL
Prens.lita+:,-; ,,f Dr? wrias -- W.
.11 Dimity! M
Fl
". •
Para rd of
Thema., Ferree*. Atlas 26. 19-a,
Light O'Clock
Crates.
Merge ci
Pagevaerial
"
Suer
ny Shirely
al •
Atkins.
•yre Cn., • .
Iiiysocation - Je:r,I Roberts
P
Ruth Atk.oe
It.
Music -.•,..1
nes. Ann This net,
Shirley Joyce
'.yeti
"Nu Man Is A.n
Crales

YAM*.

....AND YOU'LL-Naos FOR THE PRICE,TOO

Fripee:••

Commencement
Program
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See Sfecfc, Slop Safely, Check

Your

Co, Checi
SSE

DE3 I I.

,,fe,,t1,

YOUR

NEAREST

OLDSMOBILI

DIALER

J. T. IIALE MOTOR SALES

Richard
mies in
charity
Theatre.

Conte and Bruce Bennett are deadly ene"The Pig Tip Off.- an expose of phony
rat ker.- Haying Thursday at the Varsity
C., -till ring in the Allied Artists production are Con -itomt Smith and Csth,y • D.w416,

Seventh and Main
Telephone 833, Murray

32') W. Broadway
Telephone 96, Mayfield
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. owayis oldest, and only At
Machine Shop where special work
,J Is by the owner personally. Truman Turner's S''op, Coldwater,
4
4`01.t. SALE: PUERTO
RICAN
hill19141C
il
Tlveet
potake plants. Twenty five KentUoicy.
dents per hundred, Terry BuckdENTF
ilighaesi, Ilitex Nance Farm, Baker Murray Marine and granite works.
elfaiii-roida.
bigot' Builders of fine memorials for

FOP SALE

1

85. See at Calloway Monument protected basis. Low investirnent
tvorice Vester Orr, owner. West of about $9,000. Proven profits by
Main St. Near College,
ILIOC owning near by available Franchises. Let our representative cliaNOTICE: MACHINE SHOP SER- cuM it with you. Write for details
vice. Portable crank shant grind- at once. P.O. BOx 45, Vincennes,
3L1812
ing. Murray Auto Parts, Maple Indiana.
St. phone 15.
1421C

over half century. Porter White, FREE- CAR CHECK
- IF YOUR
Mianager. Phone 121.
1425C car weaves, shimmies and
vibrates,
have it lined tip "The Bear Way"
ENVELOPES. EleaTELOPES. EN.
Hendon'
at
e Service Station, John
/elopes, up to 10 x 15. Brown
Grogon, Opr.
J18C
clamp envelopes of any dee. U
you need clasp envelopes call F1344 i6uR 'roi3Accc7 HAIL
at the Ledger and Times office ineurence, mill or see Wayne Wilsupply department Perfect far son. Tel 321-Office or 689R4-hoene.
maIflg
Peoples Ekink Budding
M21C

Ikati
SALE:
WBSTTNGHOIJSE
littrigenalibi. In
good
condition.
*5.00. Arvin eleetric heater, like
tiew. $26.00. See Helen Dimas, apt.
42, Vet Village.
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FOR RENT: FOUR ROOM UPsiteurs apt. Couple or elederly lady.
Oheap. Mrs. Vester Feeindon, 117
E. Main,
MIK

Frankfort, Ky. - The State
Deportment of Economic Security
today reported that manufacturing
employment in Kentucky covered
by unemployment insurance jumped
more than 20,000 persons in the
give-year period from September
1849 to September 1954.
Noted gains were marked in the
fields of tobacco, chemicals, electrical machinery and equipment, and
equipment
while
Sondra
Kyle, Beverly stout, transportation
Henrietea Warren, Loretta Theitar, .sharp losses - percentage wise Rosemary Jones. jtsety shoeinakes.. Were recorded in professional !nand jennye Sue stubbletiejeL
etruments, lumber and wood products, machinery other than electrical and general industrial macCleveland, Nova' Scotia, a lum- hinery.
Total manufacturing employment
benne community was named in
honor of .President Grover Cleve- covered by unemployment insurance
was reported at 149.956 persons at
land in 1891.

trsiants

FOR RENT: OFFICE 5'ACE ON
second floor now °coupled by Dr.
Titeworth. J. N. "'Buddy" Ryan.
MNIC

Electrical machinery and equipment employment rose from 4,987
to 13,155 as General 'Electric at
Owensboro Increased its output.
General Electric at Louisville began
staffing its new location and Sylvania moved into Winchester.
Traneportailen equipment gained
some 1,800 workers, from 2,725 to
4.591, as Louisville fIrms expanded.
and new firms moved into Bowling
Green, Paris and Lexington

JAPANESE FERRY SURVIVORS CLING TO LIFERAFTS
•

FOR RENT: GARAGE APT. Dee
Vinson. 411, South SL Si. hil18P

27-Approaches
TS-Temporary
shelters
Ea-Allow
22-. e7rfer
St-Lease &gala
41-Knitted
tdanket
41-.4eootliko pert
art-Finnish, istanag ,

--vast

Louisville
Businessmen
Salute

Murray Businessmen
We'll be seeing you
Tomorrow!
ky

Your city is one of 18 Western Kentuccities on the 1955 Get-Acquainted Tour

of

the

civic

Louisville Chamber of Commerce.

leaders

have

leOR
you in 04ening
..
a Frostop Root
Beer Drive In. Don't work her
nothing when financial independence can be yours roan to $15.000
net per season. Latest exclusive
Root
all sleetric Preoarbonated
Beer Ihspereing available on a

made

for

the

arrangemnts

for our stop in your

they

city.

.
We'll come to town in buses. Watch.l..olWhen -you

Home" and

see

hear

"My

our

Old

Kentucky

red-and-white

hats,

come out and meet us!

(Ike MY PLACE

we

s..
1
.

snook nil bead dubiously. "You me, will you' en nave to mange
will be stuck tn New York waiting on the double."
----"IbICh clothes"'
for a passport."
"Landon knows."
"No, I won't." She turned around
WPM the corner of his eye he
in the doorway, Lem and straight_
se* Kay coming down the stairs.
"1 know imeneone iv the State denow, Pumpkin. You won't forpartment who can rush it through "'By
get to tell Landon?"
for me .. . Oh, don't you see, any
"No, Daddy."
of you, that 1 have to go?" she apBy school time, however, Lanpealed to them. "He may be seridon was not home; Merry-o enously Ill . . . 'Trace,' she said to
trusted the message to Dora Hen.
him, -will you drive me to the airdna.
port?"
ft WSA3 delivered in the Boas'
He met her eyes squarely.
own way.
have a 2 o'clock nephrectomy,
"Mr. Bcarffe wasn't home for
Kay."
lunch."
-I'll drive you," offered Eric.
"Oh?" Landon dropped an in"But you have the convo- quiring glance at his unused place
at the table. "Why, I wonder? Did
cation-"
pnone!"
An nour to the airport, an hour he
"Yea, he did. Ile has gone to the
back. Plenty of time. And what U
at Creighton, with Mrs.
is didn't make it? He would miss airport
Ireland."
the ceremony of Presenttng the
"Gone-gone to-" A frown
Book; tied lose the tree publicity
Linden's forehead. '"Yoti
and the prestige of his oieture In creased
the airport, didn't you 7"
the paper with Dr. Kimberly Law- did may
"I did." maid the Bees.
rence. So?
"But-how odd. To go today, I
"Go pack yeur bag," he said to
Mrs. Ireland-'
Which
mean.
Kay.
casually-did h. say?"
"A tooth brutal and a pair of
"Ask Merry-o," *aid the Boss.
pajamas!' she said. She whirled
the message."
away, up the stairs. Halfway up, "She took
Landon said, "I'll phone and and
sne leaned over the bannister.
out."
"rye minutes, Eric!"
A busy signal beat in her ear.
Mrs. Ireland murmured wistfulShe cradled the receiver. What if
ly, "I wish I could go with her."
it was Kay he was with? Lan"Can't you?" Trace asked.
don's heart felt numb. I haven't
She smiled. "I am too old to
even the right to be jealous. That
start off for the other side of the
With 1 tout/inrush.- fdre bent right, dubious and never...use& belonged to Maggie. To Maggie and
down beside her chair and picked
to no one else.
up her knitting.
Landon did not try the Irelands'
Trace stood up. "I'll get over to
nember again.
the nospitai." A flat came up ihtO
She waited for Eric to come,
na throat -Say good-by and luck
finally watching the clock anxto Kay-will you?"
iously.
Mrs. Ireland looked up and
Merry-o mime from school. "Did
smiled at hirrt. *Note do you beDora give you daddy's message,
lieve in the greatness of faith?"
7"
"I an, a doctor." He bent and Landon
"Yes, darling."
kissed her tightly. "Sometimes
"Isn't he home yet? I thought
mere ts 'nothing left but faith."
to conservation."
had to
He picked up his hat, left the he
Merry-o, what
"Convocation
noose.
thee did daddy say he would be
Erie was on the telephone. "Is
home 7"
Landon there. Merry-o7"
"Three-thirty."
-No. said Sterry-o. "Start me
and Dora. Landon took Gran to
It was after 4. "Just what did
the dentist."
he say on the telephone, Merry-or
"Will you give Landon a mes"Dora tedd you, didn't she?
sage when she comes In?"
Mommy says Dols is very depend'Certainly," tend his daughter able with messages."
with Importance.
"Yes,* patiently. "She didn't
"Sae that I am driving Mrs. Ireknow, though, which Mrs. Ireland to the airport at Creighton.land-"
"You are driving to the airport
"Oh, arc there two? The nurse,
with-7"
Irelo id. You remember, daddy said. You know, the one
Pumpkin. The nurse who looked who looked after Gran."
Landon nodded absently. There
after Gran?"
had been time, Since noon, for Eric
"Oh," said Merry-o. "Yes."
"I'll be back by- he briefly to drive to the airport and back.
consulted his watch-"3:30. Have
(To B3 Continued'
Landon put my clothes cut for

TE 91,11NIX -Worid•s I orsot st
termite control orgonixohen

ting better acquainted with you. We want
to know you, and we want you to know us.
We want too to thank.yquruAlksiness an

886

t...11A.Vriert -ow Er. I I -ohe
KAY took his hand and held It
You are corning in with me, aren't
you?'
"If you want me to,"
She said: 'That's Trace's car out
front.*
"He probably heard It on the
radio, too-and came along with
a sedative for Mrs. Ireland."
"She won't need a sedative. She
has known this all along, without
questioning bow ane knew." Rare
smile bruise through waveringly.
"And to think I was guilty of disparaging a sixth senee!'•
She fumbled In tier bag for a
door key, then Uiruo the bag at
Eric. "You find It. 1-"
And then the door oneoesd. Mrs.
Ireland wee standing before them
cm the threshold,. She said. "Kay,"
&no reamed for aer tremblingly, drawing tier in. "Kay ...°
Erm's throat was tight as he
followed them in.
Trace Fellowes grabbed him and
swung elm around. 'I neard It on
my car radio!" he said.
"Yes, • le
"It rocked me. I stalled the car.
Right at Five Corners. Isn't it
floe?"
They thumped shoulders, joyfully incoherent.
Eric thought: Poor guy. This
blasts nia .
,opes of marrying Kay.
rrace thought: This settles it.
I'll dig into medicine and let the
Ma Of IIIIITTTITI011y TO.
Behind them the telephone was
ringing and ringing. A uniformed
maid answered it, hung up, answered it again.
... Yes, its true! Oh, she's fine.
Yes, young Mrs. Ireland pest came
in. Yes, on the radio. Isn't it
super?
They went finally to the tiring.
room.
"They are taking him to Japan."
said Mrs. Ireland.
"Kure," nodded Trace. "'Military
hospital."
"It'll he weeks before he gets
home," said Eric. "Weeks, anyway.'
Mrs. Ireland's hands were rigidly clasped. "As long as that, you
think 7"
Kay spoke from -the chesterfield
where she was sitting alone. "I
am goine to Japan)," ales said, as
camally as If ghee said she was
going to the haltdresaers.
"It will take a while to get shots
and clearance papers" said Eric.
"I am starting today," she said.
"I'll fly to New York. There is
Mane this afternoon from the
Creighton airport "I'll check on
the time-" She started for the
telephone.
"Two-fifteen.* nald Trace. Pe

104 Maple St.—Phone 262

Louisville businessmen and the leaders
of your city have a broad comm
. Alt, of
interest -which we want to expand by get-

Business
Opportunities
irroismip 41 _pROFITS

FRANCES SARAN MOORE c*"'...111::4„,'"Z...";"..4::

MURRAY LUMBER
COMPANY

4

FOR RENT
MODERN HOUSE
furniehed. Newly decorated. Rea sortable rent. Tel 465W before
2:30 p moaner tel. 1514.
1T19C

52-Weapons
ages
65-141rn
in,untaln
56__St ire na
r
$7-Off,,pring
52-Pla V thing
66-Fe ma,le sheep
13-61m god

aS

FOR RENT: Two ROOM UNfurnished apt, rrewly decorated,
206 Bast Poplar. Mrs. Deli Finney
Utterbaek.
M19C

W A NTE D:
AMBITIOUS MEN
and women to cork in this area.
Must own a con If interested in
$75.00 per wee* plus boners contact
Mr. Castleberry, Carman
Motel Wed. or Thur. evening, 7
to 8.30 pm, No phone calls please.
)tl9P

FOR RENT: 2 UNFURNISHED
three room apts. Hot and cold
water and both. Phone 1938 after
5:00 p. rn.
M113C

15-tiganuated
6-Conjutictloo
7-Conducte4
Parsultite
Fantod
le-Period of time
It-Damp
16-Elleds
11-Watch pocket
10-Negative
al-rut-as ',olds
trete fear
22-Number gam•

fct 3...e:"Ii
"2

FOR RENT

WANTED

Manufacturing
Jobs Increase
Dy 20,000

the end of the period, compared
The ,breakdown of manufacturing
witlo 129,541k1fe years earlier.
striplOment in • September 1954,
limaufadteinig employment th the compared vefth ,the same month
state Is heavy concentrated in the five years earlier, `was:
Louisville,
Owensboro, Paducah,
Food and kindred products, 25,583
Ashland
and
Covington-Newport - 25.238; tobacco manufactu-e, 10,563
areas along the Ohio River and the - 7,350; textile mill products, 2.869
Lexington area in the Bluegrass, . 3,561; apparel and fabricated
according to the report. These areas tertile products, 18,117 - 15532:
accounted for 104,795 of the total lumber and wood products, 8,675 of 149,956 manufacturing jobs.
10,974; furniture and fixtures, 5,870,
It was noted that the 'areas - 5,248; paper and allied products,
Involved increased l5.9 per cent in 1,032 - 688; printing, publishing and
the number of manufacturing jobs allied Industries, 7.070 - 6,350;
during the five-year period, com- chemicals and allied products, 9,851
pared' with a statewide increase of , 5,419.
15.8 per cent.
Among gains recorded were a
43.7 per cent increase in tobacco the number increasing from 7,350
to 10,563 - with the largest gains
shown in Louisville cigarette production and Lexington stemming
and redrying.
Chemicals lumped from 5,419 to
9,851 for an 81.9 per cent gain
as Louisville synthetic rubber production was upped and new firms
located at Paducah, Brandenburg
and Calvert City.

SW
•
SURV1VOil cling to a capineted Itteboat (left) and liferafta in Japan's Wand met Utter °ptyalin of
passenger and freight ferries off Takamatsu, on Shikoku, eouthernmost of the main .111411411811 Mind&
finternotidIMIIIIIIIIMogSato).
First reports put the toll at 46 killed, 97 missing, with 636 survivors.

Louisville
Chamber of Commerce

NANCY

By Ernie Bushmille6

ON, MY POOR
COUSIN—HE'S A
F---ARATROOPER

WHAT'S SO AWPULL
ABOUT BEING A
PARATROOPER ?

HE'S STATIONED IN

T URKEY

-I

AIN '7

c".1"/..•+'1111_

BY

Al Capp

ocl M/Ak./5$
1/
6 stVEAVES
ME- -04-1,-5c15.4 NO USE 7;41.1Q/VL
/TDONE LEFT

--ABBIE an
'
SLATS

4

go

I GOT THE QUEEREST
NOW WHO
NOTION WE'RE BEING
WOULD
WATCHED'
WANT TO
BOTHER WITH
US, CHARLIE
RELAX

YES.TH IS IS
THE FIFTH DAY,
DO YOU TH11114 THE
FOOL'S FIGURED
IT OUT VET?

•

c o Py Flo) g

- coex

F4

E

D—coeY F4 19E0

By

Raeburn

WHAT IS THERE
ABOUT THE IMMENSITY
OF THE SEA THAT YOU
LOVE BEST, CHARLIE'

Van

Buren

TAC

rAcr. IWO

TI
.
•1111.•••...•••••••••
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•
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TITE LEDGER AND MIMI, MURRAY, KENTUCET:

WOMEN'S PAGE

. Jo Burkeen, Editor... Phone 694-M-4-0 or 1150-W

.111-s. McConnell has
Annual .1lay Recital

It 'A"33 a gale affair with the
gels in thtr colo.-ful dresses with
background of potted plants and
summer flowers when Mrs. D F.
McConnell had her anr :lel May
recimi for retat.ves and triends
House,
Saturday
et the Club
evening at seven o'clock.
Welcoming
guests
the
were
Narty Bazzell. Betty Smith. Cheryl
Clubb. and Mildred Van Meter.
The program was dedicuted to
Hal Barrow. Patsy Curd .rd Patey
Purdoin who were ill ane unable
toe appear or. the program
The program i-a,s melded into
four groups with a vaeiety of
nienbers that proved interesting.
As an additional athect.on the
Philp
Mrs
trio composed ot
Mitchell. Mrs. H. W. Wilson and
Mrs. Wayne Flora accempained
by Mrs Harry Harripshir gave
two loveiy numbers Group engem
was enjoeecL
Mrs M. D Holton as a reward
additional
for the !sighed
.n
practicing in the older and the
younger group gave two cc
Darrylin Trees and Judith Imes
eed the s • ee.
• r

Evergreens, Shrubs
and Azaleas
— Large Stock
I

I

SOCIAL CALENDAR

M: and Max. Bill Sj.. s.
and son. J. Matt. of Shibler.
Oklahoma are visiting this week
in the home al Mr. and Mrs. J.
litart Spurt:man and Mrs. Spark.
man's masher. Mrs. Cora Graham
on Lynn Grove Highaey

TUESDAY, MAY 17, 1q55

around in
Hollywood or
New
York ''
Heflin has turned down Broadway roles for
years, including'
The
Seirae". because "of the
A stork shower in honor of
many sacrifices involved." In fact
Mrs. William Crago was given by
listening to him tote up the losses
Mrs. Bobby G Grog-an on Friday.
involved I can see why stage acApril 29. at her home on N. 15th
tors must be devoted folk who
Street.
don't mind doing without swimming pools, aunshine, fat paycheck
By ALINE MOSBY
Games were played and prizes
and easy film emoting to fure
acre won by Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft United Press Staff Correspondent
critics ui
HOLLYWOOD .1P — Van Heflin those opening night
and Mrs. Jeff Shroat
will quit the movies next fall for Broadway.
A lovely party plate was served a possible three years and toss
to the following: Mrs. Marshall away at ieurit $125.000 in "the bigFuqua. Mrs. J. R. Smith. Mrs. gest gamble of my career" — to
Jessie P Crago. Mrs. Edgar Over- act in front of a live audience.
bey. Mrs Jeff Stroat Mrs. G. C.
Heflin is following the crowd of
Aehoraft, and Mrs. Criago.
film stars who have taken over
Those unable to
attend
but Broadway marquees with no notsending gifts were, Mrs. Rob Hine. iceable scars. But while many
SHOW STARTS AT 7:30
Mrs A. B. Dunn. Mrs. Joe B. movie personalities prefer to sail
Snatn. Mrs. Jim Hart, Mrs Max in and out of a play to get back TUESDAY & WEDN'DAY
Churchill Jr. Mrs. John Powless, to big movie money. Heflin has
"THE IRON GLOVE"
and Miss Ardath Boyd.
promised to stick with his venture
in TECHNICOLOR
if its a hit — for three years.
starring Hobert Stack
The a.toh even is investing in
and Ursula Thiess
the play, making the venture a
two-way risk.

Van Heflin
Will Quit
The Movies

• • • •
Tuesday. May 17
Circle Number
The Kirlusey Homemakers Club
Four of the
WSCS of the
Finst
Methodist will meet at the City Park at
Church will meet at 2 30 with ten o'clock
Mrs. J. N. Wagner. 209 Olive
• • • •
Street with Rev
Taivid Meyer
Wednesday.
May HI
guest speaker.
The leiet Hazel Homemakers
• • • •
The Mamie Taylor and Bertha Club will meet with Mrs LeaMr. and Mrs. Coy Hanel.ne
Smith
Circles of the Worrein's land 'Alton it one o'clock.
have returned to their home on
Monary
Satiety of the Memor• • • •
Murray Route One after being
culled to Granite City, M. on ial Baptist Church will meet at
The J. N. %Whams of
the
Friday. aby 6. doe to the death the home of Mrs. H. T. Danner United Daughter, of the Con6es-en-thirty
o'clock.
federacy will meet at the home
of his meter Mrs. Flosaie West. at
• • • •
of Mrs. A. F. Doran with Mrs.
Funeral services were held In
Clincle Number Four of the Neva Waters
Granite City on Monday afternoon
and Mrs. W. S.
WSCS of the nest' Methoctfst
Swann as cohosterisee at
at one o'clock in the chapel of
twoC7hurcti
will
meet
at
2
30
with
thirty ohlock. -Women of the
the Mercer Funeral Home vetai
Mrs.
J.
N.
Waggoner,
209
Olive
South in War Times- will be
burhl .n St. John's cemetery.
Taking Horse Along
,
Street with Rev. David Meyer discussed by the
The Murray Bridge Aesohation
members.
In rect, the way he figures it.
• • • •
guest speaker.
at sevenmet Friday evening
including moving the family horse
• • • •
• • • •
Mr and Mrs. Carrie Richie Mrs.
forty-five o'clock at the WOW
to New York,. he may come out in
Edgar Cooper. and Mrs. Cody
Thursday. May 15
The Christman Worrien's FellowHall.
the red from this stage try.
The Woman's Association of the
Tidwell visaed relatives in Seeath.
the Fhist. Christain Church
The winners in the duplicate
"From a career standpoint its
will hold its general meeting at College Presbytenon Church will bridge were as follews; Northreceotle.
the logical course in
developthe chureti at tah-thartle o'clock. meet at the home of Mrs. David South winners. Dr. and Mrs. C. S.
ment.- he explained today. Old
Gowans at seven-thirty o'clock.
Lowery with second place going
rather be better on the stage than
Avery Hargrave of Phoenix.
The Foundational Class of the
tb Mrs. Madge Diuguid and Mrs. mediocre
• • • •
in pictures.
Ar.zena. s viseing relatives.
Ihrin ES:sot:1st Church will meet
Alma Tracy
The Home Decortment of Sae
at the home at Mrs. Edgar Shirley
• • •.
East-West winners were Mrs.
-Fortunately now Ins in a finMurray Woman's Club will have
John Whenell and Mrs. Gingles ancial position where I can afford
litr and Mrs Robert Roach of at sevendurty o'clock. Note change a breakfast at Kerslake Hotel
at Wallis with second
of
drete
from
ornal
announceplace winners to go back to P.r.iadwoy And, of
Detroit. Mich.. spent a few days
nine o'clock. For tranvortation
mer.e
Mr.
being
Mrs.
and
Russell rowel.. 1 cen prtitt a great deal
with :eLisv es recently.
call
Mrs.
0.
C.
Wells
or
Mrs.
• • • •
Johnson.
prestige
wise by going back to
G. B. Seer.
The association will meet again the theater in a hot"
The Wornarrs Messionary Society
abe Martha Tabers assent Sure
Friday.
The play Heflin hats signed to do
- • • •
of the Fest Bapted Church will
.• • • •
d.o.. May 8 at Mayfield
is "A View From The Bridge" by
The Advisory Council of Homehave ih aenenal meeting at the
• • • •
Arthur Miller of "Death Of A
makers Clubs will meet at the
Mrs Lube Cooper fell Sunday church at three ohto_k.
Salesman" fame. Actually it conCounty Extension Office at one• • • •
breekieg her leg es two places.
•
of two one act plays. In the
thirty o'clock.
Chyle III of WSCS . of Fest
• • • •
first the
or will take a rel-i
Methodist Church will meet with
The Lynn grove Chapter of etivelv small role.
Mr and Mrs. Truman Turner
Mrs. J
B Farris at twotharty
Friday, May 20
Future Farmers of America rated
"Unfortunately. this is a lousy;
yarned Lt and Mrs. James Mornll.
o'clock_ Mrs Louts Gathn will
The New Concord Homemakers a Gold Emblem in the Purchase time to do it' he said. when,
Jr.. and son. ot Nashville, Tenn.,
the program chairman.
be
will
aub
meet
with
Mrs.
District
Sam
this
year. Eligible Chapters. dung, are going good for me here.'
ref t• •
• • • •
MicCutcheon at one-thirty o'clock. meeting
minimum
requirements. If the pay is a hit I'll be off I
Cede Number II of the WSCS
were rated Gold. Silver or Bronze the screen far possibly three and
of the Fist Methockst Cliunth
according to their -accomplishments a half years.
Saturday. May 21
will meet at twohtorty o'clock
of activalea. Gold is, the highest
The
Captain
Wendell
Oury
with Mrs Dike Jones. 1106 W.
Going On T•nr
rating. Silver next and then Brehze.
Mae,
. Sheet with Mrs. Jack Frost chapter of the DAR will meet hi the past chapters were rated
"I signed for the national tour
home
at
the
of
Mrs.
W. P. Wil- according to their entries in the of the play. I prefer touring. I.
speake-r Mite Etha Jen:es and
Drive. PaTIS, District FFA Day Upon winning exerting to meet people .in these
Mrs 0 C Wriather will be co- liams', Greenocree
Tenn., at two-thirty o'clock. Those a Gold Emblem our chapter will varicus towns You learn
heiresses
what
planning tb attend are mired to be entered in the state contest they like about motion lectures—
• • • •
call Mrs D F. McCunnell.
for
a
rating
and
you never learn by hitting
The Mune Department of the
Murree, Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at seven-thirty
o'secck Mrs. Howard Ohla will
guest
by
dhseet the program

I I wilt storm
15th at Poplar — Call 479
"The Best For Less"

Thurman Furniture

111Mata.

Wagz length

gown

• f floral pl.ese w rth retuned bohce. bu.h-up shoulder Boasts a
•..e

belt

and

be-ruffled .bottern

-aze_s 32-36 ir. nee
red pnr.t.

blue

or o-

Ends Wednesday
Three of the Year's
Finest Sheer.
Performances?
BING

CROSBY
KELLY
GRACE
0
WAM

H_1
iv LDEN

THEATRE

res nee..
TH
asE
.A Putuutc

COUNTRY
. 4 GIRL
PmeHM is WILLIAM FEALIIIN2
Worm M S.Soma arl D•woodis

C.101iCA SLATON
ree•• 1.•• km 011owl
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For Bridge Meet

9x12 Ft. Wide, Cut any length
40 Patterns To Choose From

—

CAPITOL A

• • • •
Tf'inners .4nnounced

Linoleum Headquarters

he. 6177

Reid The Classifieds

95 Drive-In

TODAY
and WED.
P4-G441 PRESENTS THE LOVE STORY OE THE

•

S)98
•

LITTLITON'

What Members
Say Abcitil
Homemakers

I enjoy toe fellowship. exchang74 ideas, meeting
friends and
eaking things for the home Mrs.
heti' Cunningham
I enjoy and have for many
years the social part of the club.
The fellowship and teamwork have
filled a definite place in my Lfe.
The knowledge I've mined in food
sewing and crafts have helped me
to be a better homemaker. Mn.
Leota Norsworithy.
I enjoy the Homemakers Club
for
the fellowship
with
our
friends and neighbors Mrs. Hazel
Workman
enjoy the club because of the
knowledge I get through the lessons Mrs. Donnie Waldrop
enjoy the Homemakers Club
for the fellowship and get-together with friends and neighbors.
The information on sewing has
been quite helpful. Mrs. Donnie
Story
The Homemakers Club means
much to me int many ways The
intuct with others and the priv:eige of working with them is a
'ace e„gperience It means sharing
Aces arid opinions and learning
how to put them into practice rt
been an inspiration to me to
try to be a better homemaker.
I've learned to be a better buyer ef mageriabs how to use color,
eorrett accessories and many other
th.nge concerning the wardrobe.
Mrs Richard Arrnereng
I have leaned much from belonging to the Hurneersarkers Club
arid it has helped me to learn
better ways of doing- things in
the home such a5 panning and
preparing mode. Ma Elmo Boyd
The Homemakers Club has helped me to be a better homemaker
by shoveing me beer ways of doing •things Mins Welie Jetton,
It her been a great help to me.
From the leslarout on foods I've
learned to
plan well
balanced
meals for my femily, lye pined
lots of ideas from the clothine
projects. Mr!. Ernest Madrey
It gives us a broader vision of
life and heitiie us, to have better ,
and happier homes. Mao we learn
to take a more active pert in cryc _affairs. Mrs. Minnie Boggess
;
I enjoy the Finenemakers Club
because it has taught me to be
a better homemaker than I was
before it was organided. It has;
taught me to be a better buyer:
of materials, to plan better meals
and many other things Mrs DelTal
Graham

f
JE

AND THE

AAAAAA IANI

NOWAK

WILLIAMS • KEEL
iowa C iAMPION
GE— SANDERS

COLOR
500

RUPERT E. STIVERS, D.S.C.
• Chiropodist - Foot Specialist

11

ANNOUNCES
THE PERMANENT ESTABLISHMENT
of his practice at 105 No. 4th St., Murray,
Ky., on Monday. May 9th.
Office Hours Will Be:
Mon., Tues., 1A'ed., Fri. .... 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Thursday and Saturday .... 8:30 a.m. - 12:00 Noon
— ['hone 225 For Appointment —

-.
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11,-s. William Crago
Honored At Shower
By _Mrs. Grogan
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It costs no more
to go"First Class"
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SHOW PNACE OF Ng AUTO INOtiSTIY,
DIARIORN, MICHIGAN

I.

You pay nothing extra for Ford's Thunderbird styling .
Luxury Lounge interiors ... smoother Angle-Poised ride ... nor for
Ford's 23-year V-8 experience that brings you Trigger-Torque power!
Your new-ear dollars buy more today. For
example, a first-dais ride in a first-class car is
yours at Ford's low fare.
You command a Yblock V-8 that responds
reassuringty when you need it. You have Ford's
smoother Angle-Poised ride. And you own the
car that's styled like the Thunderbird.

Only Ford offers
Thunderbird Styling
rho a closer look at thou* long, low,
"front-running" limn. From lb• smart,
visored h•od lights to O.,top•r•d tail fins,
they'r• thund•rbird through and through.
Stop insidtt. Colorfully fresh now luxury
Leung* interiors make. Ford truly your
'living room on whmtls."

You can expect more when you trade, ton
for Fords have been returning more in 'resale
than any other low-pueed car. Take a Test Drive
and you'll see why!
ass

Fey Ford offers Trigger-Torque

power

Whoh•r you shoos* fh• 162 h p 1 block 1/.8 or
182.h p. Special V-11, you get split-second "Go"
soh*n you want it. And,with new Sp•od-Trigg.sr
Fordornatic Drive, you're *von forth•r our front
... automatically.
THE NEW BEST SELLER ...
sells more because it's worth morel

'55 Ford

SEE, STEER, STOP SAFELY-Have your car Safety Chiscli•d

A

MURRAY MOTORS, Inc.
605 W. Main Si

Murray, Ky.
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